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With reference to your letter received on 15 June 2017 following the evidence 
session on Body Worn Video (BWV), I am pleased to provide the following update in 
relation to the additional questions. 
 
Police Scotland Business Case 
 
The Scottish Government’s digital strategy outlined that a business case had been 
commissioned however this was not completed therefore a full cost analysis was not 
carried out. Police Scotland was going through a significant period of change and 
there was a requirement to have the relevant input from Criminal Justice Partners, 
who at the time had only initially scoped this out at a strategic level.  
 
A briefing paper was compiled which considered the benefits and potential savings 
to the criminal justice process which was replicated in our written submission to the 
Committee. 
 
ICT 
 
With regards to the current ICT system. Across ‘A’ Division the BWV sit and charge 
in docking stations, which are located in all of the main police offices.  
 
The footage is automatically downloaded and stored to a standalone hard drive 
computer when the BWV is docked following its use. Each hard drive system has 
two built in backup drives.  
 
The docking stations and hard drives are connected to an office based desktop 
computer with a built in DVD writer.  These computers are used to assign the BWV’s 
and facilitate the download of any evidential footage captured to DVD.  
 

 All evidential footage is thereafter submitted as a production to COPFS under the 
same process as all other CCTV evidence.  This ensures that all disclosure protocols 
in respect of BWV primary evidence are met.  

 
As outlined by Superintendent Topping during the session, the footage is stored on 
the hard drive for a period of 28 days before it is deleted unless retained for other 
matters including police complaints. 
 

 The same provision exists for the Football Coordination Unit Scotland (FoCUS). 
 

 I hope that this answers the points raised however if there is anything else please do 
not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Mark Williams 
Assistant Chief Constable, Local Policing West 
22 June 2017 


